
    
Mandarin Speaking Tour Logistics 

 

Aurora Overnight Adventure – M2 
 
NOTES: 
 

  
Guests on this tour will either remain with you for the whole trip FAI-YRC/YRC-CXF-FAI or 
get off in Coldfoot. Those who leave you in Coldfoot will either be flying back to FAI that 
evening (a decision they might not make until the last minute) or be overnighting in Coldfoot.  
If we have Fly-Drive guests from CXF to FAI that do not fit on our day tours, they can also be 
added to the second day of an M2 tour to come south from CXF after they fly north in the 
morning.  These guests arrive at 10am, have an early lunch, then they have an option to go 
on a shortened Arctic Mountain Safari with CXF guides to Sukakpak.  If they opt for the safari, 
they return to CXF around 3pm and can join your group shortly after.     
 
There will be no pipeline stop. Yukon River Aurora guides should do a pipeline talk for any 
and all interested guests while at YRC.  If this did not take place OR your guests want to see 
the pipeline in the daylight, you can take them over to see the pipeline at the Yukon River 
BLM cabin site before departing north on DAY 2. 
  

4:30pm 
Guide arrival 

Touch Base with Guest Service crew for any updates 
Make certain you have a satellite phone (check battery level) or InReach. 
Make sure you have a Buddy Heater (grab one from outfitting room if you are in a van). 
Take ACTP outhouse key 
Sign certificates   
Prepare van/coach with winter guide boxes  

5:30pm 
Depart NATC 

 

5:45pm 
Arrive Holiday 
Inn 

Please park your vehicle in a way that does not block the entire hotel entrance under the 
canopy.   The best option is to choose the right side, closest to the door and pull as far 
forward as possible to not block the entrance.   This will depend greatly on the parking 
situation with other vehicles when you arrive. 

6:00pm 
Depart 

 

Elliott 49.4 (Joy) 
 

Use outhouses. The store will not be open and we will be locking the outhouses when the 
store is not in use – BE SURE TO LOCK THEM BEFORE YOU HEAD NORTH! 

DH 1 – DH Sign Stop at Dalton Highway Sign for photos. 
Offer candy basket 

11:00pm 
Arrive Yukon 
River 

Get guests checked in and introduce them to YRC host or guide 
Unload comat (if any) 
Enjoy dinner with guests 
Pass out CXF lunch order forms and YRC dinner forms for next day  
Tidy up inside of vehicle 
Move vehicle to back side of North Inn (guest housing) 
Do walk around, shut down and plug in vehicle.  Release air in door for ABC coaches.  
Sleep. You will have a big day tomorrow! 

  
9:00am Breakfast at YRC 

Perform walk around, start coach, prep vehicle 
Ask kitchen to start some hot water for you - Fill up at least 2 hot pots with hot water  



 
10:00am Help facilitate start of Dog Mushing w/ Neal and Laro (IF NEEDED) for guests that have 

signed up to go 
 

11:30am 
Depart YRC 

 

1:00pm 
Arrive A/C 

Ceremonial crossing! Watch out for very slick conditions w/red carpet on snow 
Offer hot drinks. 

1:30pm 
Depart A/C 

Make sure south entrance is plowed well enough before you depart to avoid getting stuck 
after any major snow events….    

3:30pm 
Arrive CXF 

Pass out Arctic Circle certificates to overnight and Fly/Drive guests. 
Find out who will be ordering dinner from YRC, pass out and collect order forms to give to 
CXF for communication to YRC. 
Finalize logistics for guests opting to fly back to Fairbanks. 
Fuel vehicle 
CALL THE OFFICE before you depart to make certain that all the necessarily logistics are 
known!  Don’t solely rely on CXF coworkers for up to date flight and tour information.  
The best number to call is 1-888-474-8600. 

5:15pm 
Depart CXF 

 

9:00pm 
Arrive YRC 

Dinner 

10:00pm 
Depart YRC 

Make stops for Aurora viewing between YRC and FAI – 26 mile, Livengood pull-out, 
Colorado Creek, Wickersham Dome etc. 
DO NOT STOP at ACTP! Guests use coach bathrooms – van tours stop at ACTP 

2:00-3:00am 
Arrive Holiday 
Inn 

Pass out Arctic Circle Certificates 
*BEFORE YOU LEAVE HOLIDAY INN, CHECK FOR LOST ITEMS… 
 

Returning to 
NATC World 
Headquarters….. 
 

At the NATC office, the front door will be locked – used code 8686. 
Complete post trip walk around and fill out blue sheet, paper clip to current blue sheet and 
leave in guide room bin for mechanics. 
Clear the vehicle of ALL trash, items from your guide box, etc.  (Please be mindful to not 
dump the candy basket in one of the outfitting boxes.)  
Throw trash in the dumpster. 
Leave guide boxes etc. on the silver table by the window – hot pots on the bottom. 
Sat phones go on top of the filing cabinet 
TIP out vehicle cleaners - they greatly appreciate your generosity! 
Position vehicle where it can be plugged in – and plug it in.  Release the air in the door for the 
ABC coaches. Back into a parking place on the side of the building is great for vans.  Parking 
charts are located in the guide room and in the key room.  
 
 

Additional 
NOTES: 
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